images or large arrays, functionality that is utilized by HORUS and HORUS_LPD. The simulation was tested using example data and an analysis of the noise in LPD was conducted.
From an array describing the photons incident on the detector, HORUS_LPD generates the complete picture that will be delivered to the user, including physics simulations of the photons, interactions and electron cloud spread, then electronic simulations of amplification, storage, digitization and image reconstruction.
The program was developed from HORUS [1], the tool built to simulate LPD's sister detector AGIPD. The physics model from HORUS was retained, though expanded in some areas, the electronics model was rewritten to take account of differences in the layout of the ASIC chips and modules.
LPD is a 2D, 1 Megapixel X-ray detector being designed and built at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory for use at XFEL.
256 modules in 16 super modules make up the detector, each super module having a single connection to the clock & control system [2] for turning the modules on and off, and a single connection to the data acquisition system for data read out. [3] .
Eight ASIC chips bonded to a single 500 micrometer thick piece of silicon form a module, creating a 36x 128 grid of pixels, each 500 micrometers cubed.
The detector was specifically designed to work at the European XFEL, which produces high brilliance laser light Nielsen [4] . The intensity of the image was scaled such that it would test the entire dynamic range of the detector.
Photons per pixel programming language is currently entering development.
